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EXPERIENCES

EXPLORERS CAMP
-24.296134, 27.496632

RESERVATIONS CONTACT
Email |  res@maratabacamps.co.za
Telephone  | +27 21 876 2153
Office hours|  Monday to Friday, 8am – 5pm. Based in Franschhoek

.

CONSERVATION 
PURPOSE

All bookings are automatically allocated a private vehicle and guide (excludes Rhino Conservation Week) to offer ultimate flexibility 
around conservation experiences and active participation. The experiences are designed to be combined on a ‘mix and match’ basis
to create the perfect, tailor-made itinerary.

FITNESS LEVELS

Each activity has been allocated a fitness level as a guide for participation:

Level 1: no fitness required; suitable for all guests

Level 2: easy walking; suitable for all guests

Level 3: further walking on non-technical landscape with limited physical strain

Level 4: a degree of fitness and agility required; limited technical landscapes

Level 5: good fitness, endurance & agility required; includes technical landscapes

THINGS TO DO

Marataba is one of South Africa’s biodiversity hotspots. The area is not only rich in its diversity of wildlife and flora, the magnificent 
landscapes provide an unforgettable and everchanging backdrop to all activities. Mix and match the safari activities with more 
interactive experiences for a full immersion into the Marataba way of life. 

LAND & WATER SAFARI EXPERIENCES

Explore Marataba on day and night game drives and boat cruises with your guide and spot the resident wildlife against the 
spectacular backdrop of the Waterberg Mountains. Both activities provide a general environmental understanding of the area and 
boat cruises in particular offer an excellent opportunity for birding.

Game drives and boat excursions Level 1 All ages

HIKING & WALKING SAFARIS

Traversing Marataba on foot will take you to places that very few have been before. Walk through the gorges, rivers and mountain
ridges and enjoy swimming, picnics, explorations of cultural sites and a variety of conservation experiences.

Family walks and an introduction to tracking Level 1 | 1 hour All ages

Explore Bushman’s Gorge
NB in summer, an alternative area may be explored Level 5 | 2-4 hours 16+ years

Wild walking with possible big game Level 5 | 6-8 hours 16+ years

GET INOLVED IN CONSERVATION

Conservation experiences encourage active participation in the pioneering initiatives of Marataba and can be combined to create 
exciting conservation combinations. An additional, specialist guide may join these experiences if required.

WILDLIFE INTERVENTIONS (variable surcharges for large-scale events; smaller interventions are included)

Wildlife monitoring and management is a core function of Marataba’s conservation team and we encourage you to get involved 
where you can. Timing plays a big part in interventions, but relocations and other large-scale activities will be planned at times of 
confirmed bookings. Please ask us for more details on planned activities during your stay.

Various wildlife interventions Levels 1 & 2 All ages

PREDATOR MANAGEMENT

Join the monitoring team and telemetry track collared cheetah. Walk into the sighting, assess animal behaviour and report back to 
the conservation team. This activity is available all year and is best in the early morning or late afternoon. 

Telemetry tracking walk Level 2 14+ years

ELEPHANT MANAGEMENT

Help compile individual identikits for elephants and determine growth rates. The information is captured and evaluated annually 
alongside elephant impact assessments and aerial survey results. The results are then used to inform actions and interventions.

Compilation of elephant identikits Level 1 All ages

Elephant Impact Assessment (currently undertaken 
twice a year, please enquire for details). Level 2 All ages
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GET INVOLVED IN CONSERVATION CONT.

CAMERA TRAP ANALYSIS

Take a behind the scenes look at what happens in the Park during the day and night with the analysis of footage from camera traps. 
Participation in the selection of appropriate sites for placement of the camera trap is an informative and fun experience for all ages, 
and includes the identification of animal tracks and behavioural signs, which all need to be considered when placing a trap.

Setting a camera trap Level 1 – 4 
(location dependent)

All ages 
(location can be tailored to all ages)

ECOLOGY EXPERIENCES

Participate in regular veld condition surveys and spend an informative morning undertaking VCAs and considering what goes into 
ensuring the habitat of Marataba remains suitable for the species that are conserved here. The intervention involves identifying and 
recording all grass species and biomass at 100 points along a line transect. Biomass is determined with a purpose-built device called 
a disc pasture meter, which effectively measures the quantity of available grass for grazing.

Transect walk for species mapping & tree planting Level 1 | 3 – 4hours All ages

AREA INTEGRITY & PROTECTION

Participate in monitoring and walking the fence line for a snare patrol check. This activity starts with learning how easily snares are 
made, how they are set up and the damage and fatalities caused to wildlife. This is not only life saving to potential snare victims but 
is also welcome support for the field rangers who carry a massive responsibility on their shoulders. 

Snare patrol Level 2 | 2 hours All ages (area adaption for kids)

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Visit our community veggie garden to harvest produce and enjoy a plant-based lunch, in a fun interaction with the local community! 

Vegetable garden visit Level 1 All ages

MINDFULNESS

Breathe. Slow your mind, be present and truly appreciate where you are. Each of the guest tents have yoga mats for a DIY session
whenever the mood takes you. 

Yoga & meditation Level 1 + All ages

RHINO CONSERVATION

Marataba and Marakele National Park are home to a critically important, medium-sized population of white and black rhino, which,
similarly to all other rhino populations on the continent, is under pressure from several threats. The most serious threat is the current 
onslaught of rhinoceros poaching for their horn. This has escalated since 2008 to the point where more than a thousand white rhino 
have been poached annually in South Africa alone, forcing the rhino population into a serious decline. Management at Marataba
need to therefore evaluate population performance and be able to detect population trends to ensure the persistence of white 
rhinoceros in the park and across the continent.

EAR NOTCH ID

Learn how to identify rhinos through their ear notches. This experience can be done at any stage on a game drive and from just 
looking at these magnificent animals, you start to understand some of the work and monitoring that takes place.

Ear notch ID safari Level 1 All ages

3-DAY RHINO CONSERVATION SAFARI (only available from 01 February – 31 October; surcharge applies)

DAY 1: After a briefing with the conservation team on the aims and purposes of rhino notching, your guide will assign individual
responsibilities and tasks for during the process. Then, head out on a late afternoon drive to identify specific rhino individuals and 
learn about the social interaction and make-up of rhino groups.
DAY 2: An early wake up call to locate your rhino and the darting, notching and monitoring process begins! A follow-up and further 
post-notching monitoring will take place in the afternoon.
DAY 3: An alternative notching day in case of bad weather. Otherwise, enjoy a selection of conservation experiences.

Rhino Conservation Safari Level 2 All ages

Rhino Conservation Week Level 2 
13 – 19 July 2023 Ages 16+
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